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Mocha 14. O•OgOtarke Nem•patIo.)
SAN RAFAEL, Calif — It was a
mini dashikied, beautiful a n d militant
Angela Davis who was brought into
court here Wednesday. right hand
clenched aloft in the "black power sa-
lute."
Superior Judge E. Warren McGuire
promptly issued a blanket gag rule for-
bidding attorneys and witnesses from
making virtually any statements about
the case to the press.
Miss Da who was flown to San
Rafael from Ne York in an Air Nation-
al Guard plane esda y. gave the
clenched fist salute t her attorneys as
she appeared for arra gnment.
But the arraignm nt was continued
until Jan 5 to give iss Davis, 26. a
former assistant • professor,
time to obtain aliforma attorney.
Wearing ig round glasses and a
bright, multi-colored dashiki, Miss Davis
quietly answered Yes, or nodded h e r
head in response to technical questions
from 'Judge McGuire! She was handed a
copy of the grand jury indictment by As•
sistant Attorney General -Albert W. Har-
ris.
McGuire's gag rule was patterned
after similar orders issued in the
Charles Mason ease and some other
recent California cases which received
much pre-trial publicity.
Little is known about prosecution
evidence accusing Mks Davis of m u r-
der, a capital offense, for the tragic
drama which began Aug. 7 in a court-
...M.m adjacent to McGuire's and which
ed with the slaying of a judge a n d
three others.
Police later said guns used in the
shooting had been purchased by 51 i s s
Davis and that she was in the San Fran-
cisco area about the time of the crime.
How,ver, the grand jury transcript has
been kept secret and Judge McGuire







"The South's Independent Weekly"
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Angela's spirits still high
SAN RAFAEL, Calif. — Black militant heroine Angela Davis
raises a clenched fist salute in the San Rafael. Calif.. court, as
she appeared for arraignment on charges of conspiracy, kidnap and
murder in connection with the shootout there earlier this year in
which the judge and three convicts were killed. The arraignment
was postponed until .lan. 5. at the request of her attorneys. .
Seale seeks medics aid,
files suit naming state
BRIDGEPORT. Conn. —(UP!) —
Black Panther Bobby G. Seale, accord-
ing to his attorney s, has become
depressed and needs psychiatric help
while he is in jail waiting trial for mur-
der and conspiracy charges.
Seale, 34, was to testify in U. S. Dis-
trict Court here Wednesday about the
conditions of his imprisonment in the
Montville State Jail and his code-
fendant, Miss Ericka Huggins, 23, about
her confinement in the Women's .Prison
Farm at Ninantic for the past 181,2
months.
Seale has been in an isolated cell
since March but has a television set.
The two Panthers have filed suit
against the State Derrtiment of Correc-,
tions, saying theik detention treatment
is unconstitutional7Today is the third BOBBY SEAI,E
This club gives free baskets of food each Thanks-
giving and Christmas to the needy families. For
Thanksgiving these young men gave over 8400.00
In food to families that couldn't afford to buy, to
make unhappiness become happiness for the holiL
days. The Beau Brummel is named from left to
day of hearings held by Judge Robert
C. Za mpano.
The New Haven Superior Court
trial of Seale and Mrs. Huggins was re-
cessed Tuesday for a five-day Christ-
mas break. Judge Harold M. Mulvey ad-
journed the session after the 45th juror
was questioned and excused. Four jurors
have been empaneled since the select-
ion process started Nov. 17,
Mulvey said the court Would reopen
Monday with a 10th slate of 50 prospec-
tive jurors considered.
During the initial hearing on the
suit Dec. 14, attorneys asked for injunc-
tions to keep the state from interfering
wit hthe two Panthers' correspondence,
See Page 4
right, James Massey, Asst. Secretary; Wilson
Massey, Bus. Mgr.; Johnnie Hurley, President;
John Rose, Vice President; B. A. Rose, A s s t.
'Business Mgr.; R. B. DeLoney, Sgt.-at.-A r m s;
Jimmie Craft, Chaplain; Drink Massey, Jr.. Treas-







CHICAGO — Civil rights leader, the
R . C. T. Vivian and his family have
btie the targets of spying and hare
ment, the Sengstacke Ne •ers
learne as a controkersy ra over the
reported 'ing on civi ns by gov-
ernment an ilitary encies.
So intensifie surveillance been'
kept on the family that Mn; Vivian re-
ported the alleged incidents of spying to
the Federal Bureau of Investigation and
the -Chicago Police Department, it Was
earned.
Htlwever. the Vivians are reported
dissatisfied that little or no action h a s
been taken to .curb the illeged spying. •
The .attractive ?Miele who ae t h e
Parents of six children, live in i corn•
fortable bungalow in ,the., far Southside
Marynctok community. They have long
been active in the civil rights movement
in the South and North.
Although the Rev. Mr. Vivia n's
name has not been mentioned In the re-
cent disclosures 01 my'Spying on ci-
vilians, speculation is that the minister's
name is among a reported list of 800
nois residents who have been kept under
surveillance.
Among, the number of civilians spied
n by the Army as disclosed by for-
mer
.
 rmy Intelligence John OR r i e'n
are the v:-Jesse L. Jackson, national
director of C's Operation Breadbas-
ket; U. S. Senate Adlai Stevenson; two
black 'city Alder n, William Cousins
(8th) and A. A. " misty" Rayner (6th)
and S. Rep. ner Mikva (2d Dist).
A close aide to the late Dr. Martin
L ther King Jr., the Rev. Mr. Vivian
came to Chicago several years ago and
formed an Urban Training Center f o r
young black ministers. More recently, he
led •prolonged efforts by the mostly
black Coalition For United Community
Action to get more blacks and other ini•
norities into the building trades.
Lately, he has been director of the
Black Strategy Center, a "think-tank"
for community re-development, which
has floundered on the brink of collapsing
due to a reported lack of funds and in-
,ternal conflit among the organization's
officials.
Although the recent furor over the
alleged Army spying has prompted mili-
tary officials in Washington to call for
EV. C. T. VIVIAN
a curb of isuch actions, black civil rights
activists doubt that surveillance a n d
spying tactics will subside.
etro Shopping Plaza part
of Freedom Center formula
EDITORS NOTE: Following is the
First in a two part series on the Metro
Shopping Center. This is in relation to
a series on Black Capitalism that will
follow.
The August 1969 ground-breaking
ceremony for the Freedom Center Shop-
ping Plaza was for many Mernphians
the first tangible evidence of black par-
ticipation in American business. How-
ever, for several years prior to the
ground breaking, t h e Freedom Center
formula had been evolving, taking a
form that was both flexible and sound.
Because of this flexibility and sound-
ness, the Freedom Center for mula
could serve as a paradigm for minority
enterprise in communities interested in
a positive program aimed at solving so-
cial problems. The Freedom Center
evolved in precisely the way it did be-
cause, like other changing things, its
growth and development were shaped
by its environment.
And now what was only a dream
is now a reality. The story and philoso-
phy of Freedom Center is significant.
For several years the Memphis
Chapter of the National Business League
has sponsored and organized training
programs aimed at upgrading the skill
levels of minority businessmen. These
programs became the nucleus around
which the Freedom Center evolved. In
May 1966, the National Business League
(hIBL) and the Small Business Admin-
istration (SBA) sponsored a Manage-
ment Institute, consisting of a series of
management development seminars de-
signed to aid in the development of a
minority entrepreneurial class. Both
Messrs. Lawrence Wade and Leonard
Memphis NBL representatives
were involved in the organizational and
operational aspects of Inc program
which lasted through BM.
In February I9613. Memphis along
with thirteen other cities, was chosen to
pilot another training program for dis-
advantaged businessmen, Project Out-
reach, Sponsored by the Economic De-
velopment Administration (EDA), Office
of Economic Opportunity (0E0) and the
NBL, ens prbgram was organized local-
ly by the same men who had directed
the Management Institute. Underlying
Project Outreach was NBI., philosophy:
that all Americans have a fundamental
right to engage in business. This right.
implies access to the neces.ary capital
funds and technical assistance. Project
Outreach was established to provide a
structure through which these broa d
goals could be implemented, and to pro-
vide specific business opportunities for
black people with entrepreneurial tal-
ent. Both the structure and operation
of Project Outreach were to be design-
ed and controlled by blacks. Project
Outreach programs helped to establish
the credibility of the NBI, with the Mem-
phis business community.
Because of this situation, one of the
.major goals of Project Outreach w a s
the creation of" a supermarket training
center. Choosing this type facility. which
was to be both a financially profitable
operation and a training school, was a
critical first step in the evolution to- t
ward the Freedom Center Shopping
WASHINGTON, D.C. = In Washing-
ton, D.C., Dr. Ralph Abernathy,
from left, who succeeded Di. Mar-
tin Luther King Jr. as head of the
Southern Christian Leadervilp Cos-
t erene e; Rep. John Gwen (D.-
Diata. The proposal received immediate
support front a large local supermarket
cha'rt supermarket training center
vi u several ends: it w o u I d
simultaneously train and employ former-
ly unemployed ghetto residents; it
would supply trained personnel to Mem-
phis retail owners: and most important,
it would enable ghetto residents to gain
an identity as members of the Ameri-
can business community.
As the goals of the project became
more adequately approach a solution to
single training supermarket seemed in-
See Page 4
Mich); and KMg's widow, Coretta,
met newsmen in a press conference
after conferring with national lead-
ers in a renewed drive to have
King's birthday. Jan. 15, declared a
national holiday.
• ... ........ ,
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Elks do their Christmas
MitCOSTAL TIMPlE
atteraon, wife n rtenior Bishop
gives a cheek of 11600 to I t.
e, while Milton Montgomer,,
Workers and Ii rity truckloads of sacks of
food arc reads to be sent out to the poor
voila W1/4111'. Walker and the
ssia I Rescue Sgu)st look on.
George 1%. Lee. founder of Beale Street Co-Chairman, atu v truck loads of baskets
Elks Christmas Fund. and Frank T. Scott, for poor.
W.; jr.: or r wntk
1,111,,Ing• y et nil•
Sr. 151115 nInn 0501 teintetiinc• ninn
Must be rest neon end sober A p
Ely P Per,' I 425 K.- MeCte Mon




lefet .i01 stas rtas
stronger atoo 5:25 0,40 
1 Josei6tten :tesar'Romero
The Beale Streit Elks
sent out 14 city truck loads
of baskets with a ham in
each nasket and 25 articles
of food which will serve MB
families during the holiday
period. The baskets were
sent to colored and white
families thro ughout the
!Memphis area. Money for
this outstanding peace of
community givtng, came
from proceeds of the Blues
Bowl Genie, many church-
Chafee
WASHINGTON, D. C. —
Secretary of the Navy John
It Chafee, Jr., sent the fol-
lowing message to all Navy
and Marino Corp personnel:
"Across our country the
problems of racial discrimi-
nation and the lack of equal
opportunity for members of
the minority groups have
stood for a number of years
as one of the greatest chat-
lunges facing our people.
-We have411 seen the sub-
tle injustices, and we have
all to sonic degree, expert-
ed the tensions. Many of
s have seen the violence.
"Certainly we in the Navy
Department have striven to
provide equal opportunities
for all of our personnel and
to guarantee a harmonious
.environment for every mem-
ber.
"But in recent weeks it has
become increasingly clear
to me that our track record
in this area is far from 'Be-
guile. Our objectives have
been honorable. hut our ac-
complishments leave much
to be desired
"Today only a little more--
than one half of I per cewrof
the Navy's., officers and only
I per cent of the Marine
Corps' officers are black.
With respect to the civilian
work force, although minor-
ities make up 1.8 per cent of
the total, they represent less
than 31/2 per cent of the
GS-12's and above.
''While even these low per-
centages represent consider-
able progress in recent
xears, it is evident that we
Have a lonway to go before
our Worta'. promote equal
opportunity begin to bear
fruit.
-Much attention has been
centered on the instances of
race-related violence. De-
spite 411..t fact that we have
all been concerned about al-
leviating the conditional that
have caused racial incidents,
I am shocked that the












thing for the poor
Community Focus
es and civic clubs, in addi.
ton to personal contribo-
thms, such as Bishop J.O.
Patterson o f Pentecostal




"Violence simply adds fuel
to the fires of racial tensions,
and Misunderstandings'. All of
us In the Navy family must
work together constructively
and openly to solve our ra.
coil problems, In a rational
manner.
"We have already done a
great deal. We have sent
out race relations teams to
assist local commanders. I
have appointed for the first
time a Special Assistant for
Equal Opportitnity. and we
are establishing race re-
lations programs throughout
the entire naval establish.
ment.
"But fleapits, these efforts,
it is clear that much more
will have to he done to create
an atmosphere on all of our
bases and ships where whites
'and .blacks and other minor.
•ity grup members can live
and work together harmo-
niously and without conflict.
We can do more. We must tto
Bore.
"Let my illustrate My of-
fice hat Issued instructions
on housing and equal oppor-
tunity. They say all the right
things, and 1 am sure all re-
But it Is the spirit of these
quired reports are d y Bled.
tist Church, $400; Morning
Vie‘% Baptist Church,
$320; Belmont Church, $50;
Golden Leaf Baptist Church,
$100; Progressive Baptist
Church, $70 plus; It. Mat.
regulations being as faith-
fully followed as the letter?
1 doubt It. We have all heard
too many complaints that
ring true.
"1 am not satisfied with
our record and I will not be
satisfied until we can point
to more real progress in
this area. Certain actions can
be taken now, without fur-
ther delay. To that end the
Chief,, of Naval Operations
, and the Commandment of the




"Other actions, such as
establishment of more
N.R.O.TC. units at predom-
inantly black colleges, a r
more long rtnge and we are
working on these.
"We can no longer tolerate
mere lip service regarding
this matter at any level. I
intend to follow this problem
personally and ask for the
cooperations of all in a new
offensive against a situation
that can no longer he swept
under the rug.
' "Equal opportuoity must
become in fact BO Oat equal
re,sults and true equlj treat-
ment become an excep-
Illal Part of our veryclay
ii es'







Finest foam rubber pillows.
Soft, resilient, nOn-allergen-
ic. Zip-off cover In solids,
white & colors.
COMPARE Al 2.17 EA.
thews Baptist Church, $50;
theater Mt. Moriah, $100:
Elder Blair T. Hunt of
Christian Church, $70; Rev.
E. R. Waller of Cummings
Street Baptist Church, 450;
Frank Oakes as Co., ALG
Liquor Store, T. H. Hayes
& Sons, United Taxi, Tailor-
ing Shop, James G. Powell,
Southland Mall, J.C. Oates
& Sons, Thelma G. Nelms,
Baker Heating, Sam Sham -
berg C o., A-i Transfer
(70., W. A. Bisson, Md,
Lloyd Jones, Julius Lewis,
Vescovo's, H en ry Loeb,
James C. Curtis, A.P. Mar-
tin, Shelby Liquors, Cooper
Office Equip ment, and
North C a r ohne Mutual,
$10 each; Chuch Hutton,
WMCT TV, Station, Jones
Big Star. Perot Founds'
tion, Defense Depot, $15
each; Novarese Bros., John
W. Pennington, T.11. Hayes,
Treadwell II a r ry, Silver
Star,- Inc.. Madison Cadillaci
and Doc Johnson, $20 each;'
W.B. Dunnavant & Co.. 1
Barnwell & Hayes, Taylor
Cotton . Co., Geo. Ii. McFad-
den - Co., Memphis Wilbert.
Vault Co.. F. G. Liquors.
.Universal Life, Southern'
Leather Co.. City Finance,:
Artists & Models, Ernes- 1
tine Mite hejl, Tri-State
Bank, Famous Pies, Elijah
Woods, N.,1, Ford & Sons
Trigg B a p ti a t Church,
Stax Records, Barrettville
Bank and Trust, Pidgeon
Thomas, Colonial Raking
Co., C o n tinental Baking
Co.. Rhodes Jennings, Mat.
co Theatres, Inc., W. P.
Grace, Clark Kittrell, Fred
P. Gattas, Auto-Chlor Sys-
tem, Management Consul-.
tint, Ill.-Central Employees,
and Joe C. Carr, $25 each;
- Loeb's Laundry, $100;
Fred Montesi Supermarket,
$125; Bluff City Cigarette
Co., $50; Dorothy Pointer,
$50; Damsel Social Club,
$30; RICO Bottlers of Mem-
phis, $40; Nat Burin*, $100;
Pantaze Drugs, $50; Key-
stone, $40; Conwood Cor-
poration, $5 0; Coca-Cola
UN; Elvis Presley, U00;
Liberty Cash, $100; Holiday
Inns, $100; E. H. Crump
Co., $50; Memphis State
Trooper, $100; Bert Bates,
$25; Howard Baker, $25;











If Yet Have Any Trouble What so ever













PKG. OF/ PILLOWCASES  NOW 74
SHEETS I CASES IN WHITE ONLY
SAVE 440 EA!
FAMOUS BATH TOWELS
Choose from a large assort-
ment Of solid colors, ttrIP•
es or floral prints, all sOft
& absorbent!
SLIGHTLY IRREGULAR
COMPARE AT 861, EA.
416#4.
SOUTHGATE GATEWAY I
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Journalism students aided by Coca-Cola USA
Cash and Certificates go to Mr. Iris J. Tay-
lor, left, an employee in the Physical In•
ventory Branch at Defense Depot Memphis.
Taylor is awarded the checks for two sug-
gest,ions he submitted recently. Presenting
the certificates and checks is Lt. Col. C. S.
Smith, Chief, Operations Control Off i ce.
The Depot is a major field activity of the
Defense Supply Agency.
1People Places & Thingsl
The Sredaer Club organiz- Peabody Hotel.
ed in June, 1969 and in , its. Miss Bosley, daughter of
second year of existence "-..,.Mr. and Mrs. Ranson Harris
has had a very successful of 1005 Rayner, was crown-
1970. ed by a senior, Miss Neely
Through the proceeds of Hurd, the outgoing Miss Le-
its Garden Party held in Moyne- Owen.
June at the home of Mr. and Miss Bosley won in a
Mrs. Howard Cobb and its campuswide election with
Post Thanksgiving Benefit 197 votes, defeating Miss
Brunch held in November at Sharon L. Pruitt, also a
the home of Mrs. Hilda Mas- junior, 76, and Miss Shelia
sey, the club was able to Ann Siggers, a Sophomore,
send Christmas Checks to 40.
nine destitute families. Fruit Results of the election,
Cheer Baskets were given to conducted earlier this month,
two families, 
remained a secret until time
The Members of the club for the official crowning. ,
wish to thank their many The Student Government,
friends for their liberal con- Association, headed by Rob- ,tributions to the Garden Par- ert Lipscomb, was in charge '
ty and the Brunch which pro- of the affair.
vided the Christmas Cheer
The members of the club
are: Hilda Massey, pr e s
dent, Frances Ester, Secre-
tary. Lucille Britt, Treasur-
er, Alfreda Brack, Savings
Chairman. Josie Cobb, Pro-
gram Chairman, Ozele Drain,
Chaplain and Co-Chairman
for programs. Anna B. Cole-
man, Cheer Chairman, Omie
Harding, Receptionist and
Melvina Hunt and Clemmie,
Pilot, Cateresses.
*
The St. Andrew Launches
Crusade for Christ Campaign
The St. Andrew A.M.E.
Church will present its '71
crusade at 867 S. Parkway
East Sunday, Jan. 3, at the
11:00 o'clock worship serv-
ices. The noted gospel Tract
Evangelist, of the A.M.E.
church, Dr, G. H. J. Thibo-
deaux of Shreeveport, Lou-
isiana will deliver the Evan-
gelist message. The Eminent
Dr. E. M. Martin is pastor
of Historic St. Andr ew
A.M.E. Church.
T. R. Lamar, reporter.
and Mrs. L. Owens, Presi-
dent.
Dr. Juanita V-. Williamson,
a professor of English at Le-
Moyne-Owen Colle at-
tracted attention in ew
York City this week
she read a paper at the 85th
annual meeting of the Mod-
ern Language Association
of America.
Subject of her paper was
"How Black Is. 'Black En-
glish'?"
Dr. Williamson, a native
Memphian and a graduate
of LeMoyne, read the paper
Tuesday, Dec. 29. during the
"Present Day English" ses-
sion at the Hilton Hotel.
Dr. Williamson also is a
well known linguist and
author.
Miss Marjorie Bosley, a
Junior, is the new Miss Le-
Moyne-Owen College. She
was crowned Monday 'night,
'lee. 21, at the college's
annual coronation ball held




ATLANTA — Atlanta Uni-
versity has received a $5,-
000 grant from the American
Oil Foundation, President
Thomas D. Jarrett -announc-
ed.
Dr. Jarrett said the money
would be used in the School
of Business Administration,
Executive director of Ameri-
can Oil Foundation, John H.
Lind, said the company is
"placing no restrictions on
the use of the funds granted,
as long as they are spent to
improve education."
He pointed out that the
contribution could he applied
to research, faculty salarim,,
libraries, training teachers,
operating costs, building pro-
grams, or for any other pur-
pOse except endowment.
•
ATLANTA, 6 e orgia —
December 23, 1970 — The
field of journalism, with
its variety of career oppor-
tunities ranging from radio
and TV to urban affairs de-
velopment, continues _to at-
tract t h e creative and
imaginative minds of a
growing number of Ameri-
can young people.
This variety was an im-
portant factor that led to
the decision by Jacqueline
Allen of Memphis, Tennes-
see; Ronald Hollowell of
Toledo, Ohio; and Jean
Anthony of Atlanta, Geor-
gia to pursue careers in
journalism. With the help
of s cholarships provided
jointly by Coca-Cola USA
and the National News-
paper Publishers Associa-
tion, Jacqueline is attending
Lincoln University in Penn-
sylvania, Ronald is attend-
ing Franklin College in
Ohio, and Jean is a student
at the University of Geor-
gia.
As in many professions,
the increasing number of
opportunities is a result of
the shortage of qualified
personnel, as well as the
great "communications ex-
plosion" now ,taking place.
As pointed out at the an-
nual meeting of the Na-
tional School Press Insti-
tute and College Communi-
cation Workshop and Nation-
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at Newspaper Publishers As-
sociation, the percentage of
job opportuniti s is especial-
ly high among Blacks.
In an effort to remedy
the situation, a step which
would aid industry as well
as the community, Coca-
Cola USA and the NNPA
jointly sponsor an annual
journalism scholarship to
encourage more Black stu-
dents to enter the field. It
is one of 10 such awards
to black students made by
'Coca-Cora USA. -
The program, which .is
entering its fourth year,
aided Jacqueline, Ronald.
and Jean, who were selected
as recipients on the basi!••
of I h eir college board
exams, leadership qualities
and desire to pursue a col-
lege education.
The initial step was a
referral by their school
counselor or personal con-
tact with the local NNPA
member n ew s paper for
applications.. (NNP A is
the national organization of
publishers of newspapers
directed primarily at the
Negro community.) During
the spring, that member
selected several applicants
and forwarded their forms
to the National Scholarship
Service and Fund for Negro
Students, which provided
the screening services at
the national level.
In June of 1971, another,
student will join them as.
the recipient of the Coca-
Cola USA - NNAP Scholar-
ship. High School students
interested in the 1972 award'
may apply by contacting
any NAAPA paper, or by
writing to the National
Scholarship Se r vice and
Fund for Negro Students,






— How much and wha,.t kinds
of insurance should a small
businessman carry?
These questions and many
others are discussed in' a
new booklet — "Insurance
and Risk Management in
Small Business" — issued by
the Small Business Admini-
stration which may be pur-
chased for 40 cents from the
Supetrintendent of Docu-
ments, U. S. Government
Printing Office, Washington,
D. C. 20402.
Hormones Grow Hair Bock
WATCH YOUR
HAIR GROW
We Have Proved It
NOW You Can Prove
It For Yourself
LE CONTE' HAIR GROW BACK TREATMENT
Guaranteed
Hair Looks Alive — Feels Alive — And Will Grow
Information Call (213) 233.1612
50c THIS COUPON IS WORTH 50c 54c
To Get You Acquainted: Take 'This Coupon To Any
Beauty Supply or Store Selling LE CONTE' HORMONE
HAIR GROW BACK TREATMENT.
Dealer: trios Coupon Is Worth 50c When the Bearer
Purchases a Jar of LE CONTE' HORMONE HAIR
GROW BACK TREATMENT at Regular Price $2.50..
Customers: Name 
Address 
City   Phone 
Redeemable at Economy Beauty Supply 2319 Lamar Ave.
Memphis, Tenn. 38114
Exclusive Dealerships Available in 24 States
and many Cities.
Great Discovery—Great Opportunity
Act Now. Writ* for Details
LE CONTE' COSMETICS
4720 South Vermont Ave. Los Angeles, Calif. W037
Phase: (213) 232.2042
MERE YOU SEE HALL
Bill Cosby • Sun. 7:30 pm Diahann Carroll *Tugs. 7:30
Flip Wilson • Thurs. 6:30 pm Art Gilliam • Special Reports
Swing Shift • Fri.12:00 midnight
You'll find more of your
favorites on Channel 5
than anywhere else.
The comedy of Flip
Wilson, Bill Cosby, and
Diahann Carroll; the
special news reports of
Art Gilliam; and the
music of Swing Shift. So
flip your dial to Channel
5—where you see it am
401
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Will Give You More rood for
Less Money. . .and you'll still get
TOP VALUE STAMPS!
Or Pepper, 7-Up and
PEPSI
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7-Up, Dr. Pepper or
PEPSI
6 or 10-oz. htl.
3 6-htl.
ctris. $i
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with 2 pkgs. Kroger
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with 2 .sittas. timer Cut 'Or— a
."),(/ &waist Pork Chops _
50 Jeno's Pizzas 9
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4 .) Kr oiler Sliced kyagl_L111qt____
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Metro Shopping Plw part
of Freedom Center formula
Continued From Piet
adequate to serve black needs and to
generate a trained labor suPply. T h e
concept of a shopping center including
several types of retail outlets would
more adequately approach a soultion to
the problem. Along with training in dif-
ferent types of retail outlets, an addi-
tional dimension in the form of black
management and ownership of small
business could be included in the shop-
ping center approach. Several local
businessmen indicated that they would
be willing to support a broader pro-
gram, and on option was taken as a
suitable parcel of land located in North
Memphis. Informal discussions with rep-
resentatives of the SBA revealed that
financial arrangements subject to cer-
tain limitations could accommodate the
more comprehensive planning.
At this stage an unrelated event set
in motion forces that significantly in-
fluenced the Freedom Center program.
The Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr.
was assassinated in Memphis on April
4, 1968. Until that time, Memphis would
have to be classified as politically and
socially conservative, but 'that brutal
event stirred the, to thtn, dormant so-
cial conscience albeit momentarily. This
change in the social climate enabled the
Freedom Center to emerge more easily
than would have been possible had the
assassination not taken place in Mem-
phis. The attention focused on the city
by the assassination, and the "Missis-
sippi backwater" image evoked in the
national press, were uniformly resented
by members of the Memphis establish-
ment. The Freedom Center would be-
come a monument to prove that Mem-
phians were conscionable, and it became
the vehicle through which whites could
provide conscience money to blacks.
Since the program stressed earning
wages rather than welfare payments it
was compatible with conservative Mem-
phis philosophy. And since providing jobs
and training for an explosive and un-
employed minority became a realized
need following the threat of violence
and civil disorder, the Freedom Center
formula became palatable to many
white businessmen who otherwise would
have remained aloof from it.
At a joint meeting of the Downtown
Association and the NBL in June 1968,
plans for the Freedom Center Shopping
Plaza were unveiled.)The Freedom Cen-
ter was to be the sbcond phase, or the
practical application of the concepts of
Project Outreach. Mr. Berkeley G. Bur-
rell, President of the National Business
League, a keynote speaker at the meet-
ing, said that in his vie w, business
leaders rather than the government held
the key to the nation's future.
The joint venture was the structure
created to permanently capture enthusi-
asm and support for the Freedom Cen-
ter. In Mr. Lawrence Wade's Worlls. —
Joint venture is a permanent part-
nership between white capital and man-
Recently the Memphis City Beautiful sent tulip bulbs to
help beautify our campus at Douglass Elementary School.
The idea of planting has excited every one around school,
including our principal Miss C. Sanders and the P.T.A.
President Mrs. Martha Gladney, MT. Chester Collins, math
teacher and Miss E. Broome, Language Arts teacher chose
the spot for planting and delegated several sixth grade
agerial ability and the black desire to
"1E17141 1 - b. tisiness attl-
learn ew fhoi lueudpatrhtiact i
tudes were receptive to the immediate
creation of joint ventures. It was
found that when you conveyed to
the businessman that his cooperation
,would help his community and also in-
crease his profit potential, we began to
experience immediate interest in ex-
panding the scope of our program.
Prior to the King assassination, in-
formal discussions with Mr.Jake Dun-
ning of the SBA Nashville office regard-
ing financing through the 502 Business
Loan Program were underway. T h e
project needed only minor adjustments
to qualify do rthe program.
Implicit in the 502 program is the
fundamental principal that each com-
munity bears a responsibility for its own
economic health and growth. It requires,
therefore, that a Local Development
Company, through which funds can be
channeled, be chartered by the state.
Among other functions, a Local Develop-
ment Company has the power to raise
funds by issuing bonds, it can apply for
federal aid, and it can activate local sop-
port for economic progress. Through the
-Local Development Company, the 502
Arogram combines the resources of the
community, local financial institutions
and SBA. Local Development Companies
are required to raise a share of the
total project cost.
boy s to get the soil ready for planting. The pictures are
from left to right, Miss C. Sanders, principal, Mrs. M.
Gladney, P.T.A. President, Lester Bates, Gregory Graham,
James Logan. Gary Reed, Kimbrew Murrell, Leroy Mor-
rell, Don Walker, Charles Lee, Van McKay Winfield, Ma-
thenia Wallace, Eddie Early, Steve Horton and Miss Eva
Broome.
Seale seeks medics aid,
files suit naming state
41
Continued From Page 1
possession of reading material, access to
newspapers and use of telephones. ,
Charles R. Garry. counsel for Seale,
told the court he hoped to enjoin the
state from limiting visitors and prevent-
ing private doctors and psychiatrists
from treating the two militants.
The only person permitted to visit
the two are immediate members of their
families and their attorneys. They are
nermitted to read only books approved
by prison officials.
Garry, who told the ourt Seale has,
been "in depression for some time,"
said there was an "urgent" need for the
Panther leader to be examined and
treated by a private psychiatrist. -
"Obviously, I am not going to let a
state psychiatrist see my client," Garry
said.
Seale and Mrs Huggins are charged
with aiding and abetting first degree
murder and kidnaping and conspiracy
to commit kidnaping and murder in the
May, 1969 slaying of Alex Rackley, 24,
a New York City Panther. Mrs Huggins










The Magicians of LeMoyne-
Owen College return to Bruce
Hall. Saturday night; Jan. 2,
for a clash with Shaw.
Lutheran Colldge of Detroit.
The game is under spon-
sorship of LeMoyne-Owen's
Alumni Club of Memphis.
Advance tickets are now on
sale, students $1 and adults
$1.75 All tickets will be $2 at
the boxoffice the night of
the game.
The Magicians are schedul-
ed to tackle Shaw-Lutheran
Jr. Detroit on the night of
Dec. 30.
Coach Jerry Johnson and
his LeMoyne-Owen c"-ges
were slated to leave S.
phis on Christmas Eve day
for Chicago to participate in
BISHOP PRESENTS PAINTING — Admirhig the Painting.
"Our New Day Begun" by James DeLosche, which t h e
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
recently presented to the *misted %search Center, lore-
nil oh the Dillard University campus, are, I to r, AME
lion Bishop Stephen G. Spottswoo d, chairman of the
NAACP's board of directors, and Dr. Clifton H. Johnson,
director of the Amistad Research Center. The panoramic
the Chicago Christmas Bas-
ketball Classic, Dec. 26-29.
The Magicians are now 4-1
overall and 1-0 in the Volun-
teer State Athletic Confer-
ence.
Two other home games
are scheduled for January
with the Magicians going
against Mississippi Industrial
Jan: 11, and University of
Tennessee at Martin, J an.
26.
A packed road schedule
awaits the Magicians in
January. They'll be at Rust,
Jan. 6; Belmont, Jan. 9; U.
T. Martin, Jan, 14; Knox-
ville, Jan. 18; Mile s, Jan.
20; Bethel, Jan. 23; CBC,
Jan. 28, and Tougaloo, Jan.
30.
painting, which depicts the history of the black man in the
United States, If 48 feet wide and about nine feet high. The
various panels depict the brutality of the African slave sys-
tem, and traces black life from the days of slave ship 5,
through plantation life and the Civil War to the time of the



















































































































































• REG. .19 YD.
timid., cultural and social
activities. St. Ann's Church
will conduct a six-day-a-week
program for senior citizens.
The building will incidde a
large meeting hall with a
stage for concerts, plays,
movies, basketball games,
dances and public meetings
for the 4 H Club, NAACP,
PTA and other community
groups.
Various cultural programs
will be run by the Fayette
Cultural Association, which
provided the money to buy
the land for the c en t cc,
which is to be located on a
12-acre tract about a half-
mile north of the center of
town on U. S. 61. Once the
building is completed, the
surrounding land will be de-
veloped into a recreational
park with a swimming pool,
although HUD grant does
not cover these plans.
The multi-purpose center
will include a modern kitch-
en to prepare lun.ehes for
the children in the Head
Start Program and for use
by the County Agricultui al
Extension Service for dem-
onstration classes.
It will provide office space
for the Community Action
Agency, the Farm Home
Administration, - the local
credit union and the , local
housing director. Each of
these agencies will provide
direct services to the com-
munity through these of-
fices.
The Medgar Evers F un d
is now working with town
officials to find support for
a children's day care center
project developed by the
Montessori School Associa-
tion, with an initial estimate
of first-year operating coats
at $47,000.
Tax - deductible contribu-
tions, both financial and in-
kind, Should be sent to The
Medgar Evers Fund, at 151)
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LADIES. THIS IS THE SOUTH'S WIDEST STOCK
OF FAMOUS WOOLENS





* liaises to ‘3" id
* One Low Price
VALUES TO '4" YD.
BONDED TURBO
ACRYLICS





* TOO'. ACRYLIC LINED 
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* Chips-Reg. 59c hag 2 FOR S1* 89c ea. 
LADIES DON'T MISS THIS SUPER SPECIAL!!
DRESS AND SUITING
FASHION FABRICS
* 45/54" Wide * Values to $3.98 yd.
* Knits—Prints—Fancies
* Easy Care Fabrics
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• Peimanent Press • Solids-Striper Fancier





Every Ladies' Favorite "Miracle" Febrit> For Her Complete Wardrobe
• 60"/62" Wide
* Machine Wash-No-Iron
* Values To 16.98 yd.
* Many Fall Colors and Patterns
Al••=1.
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* REC 'I 29 to '198 ED
* PRINTS and "IOS
* PERMANENT ia SS
* MACHINE WASHABLE
* CONTENTS ON BOLTS 8,d.
KNITS! KNITS! KNITS! KNITS! KNITS! KNITS! KNITS!
1000/0 POLYESTER "MIRACLE FABRIC"
DOUBLE KNITS
* MID-SOUTH'S LARGEST SELECTIONS-FROM
AMERICA'S MOST FAMOUS MILLS
* JACQUARDS- PRINTS-CREPE-LACOSTA--
CROSS DYES-TWILLS--ALL YOUR FAVORITE
PATTERNS AND STYLING.
60/62" WIDE -'Ti SPRING COLORS
* CRUSH-PROOF-MACHINE WASR-NO-IRON
$59!
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Fayette Mississippi receives grant
Town of Fayette, Miss., re-
ceived a grant of $100,000
from the Medgar E v e rs
Fund to help build a multi-
purpose community center,
it was announced today by
Mrs. Myrlie Evers, widow
of the s la I n civil ri ghts
leader and Vice-President
of the Fund.
The ;100,000 grant will
cover most of the Town's
local share in the construc-
tion costs of the new center.
On December 16, the U. S.
Deartment of Housing and
Urban D e v elop,ment an-
nounced a t hr ee-for-one
matching grant of $317,000
to finance the center.
The new enter will in-
clude facilities for a c om-
munity health center, which
the Medgar Evers Fund
earlier this year assured the
town that it would build
• from public donations.
The Fund was founded
in September. 1969, as a
living memorial to the late
Medgar Evers, for m e r
NAACP Field Secretary in
Mississippi, who was as-
sassinated in 1963. Its first
program commitment is to
aid the social and economic
development of F a yett e,
w h e re a Negro, Charles
Evers, was elected Mayor in
1969 — the first in Mississip-
pi since Reconstruction.
Mrs. Myrle Evers, in an-
nouncing the grant, noted
that most of the funds cover-
ing the grant were received
from thousands of small do-
nations across the country.
Since its advent, more than
15,000 individuals have con-
tributed to the Fund.
The Fund has been sup-
porting a community health
center in Fayette since last
June, when volunteer doctors
from F 1 in t and G r and
Rapids, Michigan, began
serving two-week stints in
three-man teams to provide
free mdeical care to the
country's indigents and low-
cost care to those who could
afford it regardless of race.
When the new community
center is completed in mid-
1971, the community health
center will move its serv-
ices there from its precnt
temporary quarters.
Overall, the multi-purpose
center will cover about
24,000 square feet, for which
about one fourth will house
the health services.
The following are some
of the services to be pr 0-
vided in the new building:
—Head Start N ur se ry
School for children of Jef-
f e r son and neighboring
Adams County, with young-
sters receiving me clic a I
care, Inoculations and ex-
aminations from the com-
munity health service as
well;
—Job counseling and train-
ing services under the aus-
pices of t h e Neighborhood
Youth Corps, the State Em-




high school dropouts, con-
tinuing education for adults,
home economics classes,
agricultural i n fo r m ation
programs and training ses-
sions in consumer education
and cooperative develop-
ment.
Besides t he e xtensive
community health program,
the center also plans to in-
clude a dental service, a
family planning uniC classes
in home nursing and first aid
and job-training for medical
paraprofessionals. Individual
and group therapy for al-
coholics will be conducted
under the auspices of St.
Church.




will also serve as the focal
point of Fayette's recrea-
Ftx3ter-Dupree
sign for Feb. 17
HOUSTON — (UPI) —
Promoter Earl Gilliam said
he had a contract with Bob
Foster's manager offering a
world ii ght heavyweight
championship fight to Jimmy
Dupree in Houston Feb. 17.
Foster's light heavyweight
title was lifted earlier by the
World Boxing Association on
charges that Foster reneged
on an agreement to defend
his title by Dec. 7.
Gilliam said the contract,
bearing the signature of Lou
Viscusi, Foster's manager,
was mailed special delivery
airmail Dec. 2 to Al Braver-
man, Dupree's manager, and
the MIA. Brennan made the
announcement of the WBA's
decision to revoke Foster's
title. --. -
"I have not heard a word
17:ANTED
LEAKY FAUCETS
Is that constant drip getting
on your nerves and causing
your water bill to go up, SEE
READ SALES CO.
Faucets and Repair Parts
Bing sample of parts needed
Phone 275-4825 or 274 3437
1373 Jackson. at Watkins
a
from either one a n d I've
been trying to reach both l
of them (Braverman and
Brennan) on the telephon,
for five days," Gilliam said.
Gilliam is a close friend of
Viscusi.
Gilliam said the contract
called for a guarantee of
0100,000 for Foster and $2,-
500 for Dupree, the No. 1
challenger in WBA ratings.
It also included transporta-
tion and hotel expenses for
Dupree and two others, but
the challenger would not re-
ceive a percentage of the
gate.
"He don't draw nothing,"
Gilliam said. "That's all 1
can afford to pay him."
. Dupree drew about $10,000
when he knocked out Willis
Earls in Houston Aug. 25-
Foster drew only $35,000
when he defended his title,
the last time against Mark[
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Portugal, NATO condemned
In a special council session. convened to consider the inva-
sion of Guinea, the Ministerial Council of the Organization of
African Unity condemned the North Atlantic allies, charging
them with complicity in the "attacks by Portuguese against Afri-
can territories and states."
The council reasoned that since Portugal is a member of
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, its other members, in-
cluding the United States, share responsibility for her territorial
policies in Africa.
All military assistance to Portugal should cease. in any
framework or form whatsoever," the council declared in a se-
ries of resolutions adopted by acclamation before it adjourned
its three-day conference that was held in Lagos. Nigeria.
The ministers agreed on the establishment of a special fund
made up of voluntary contributions, to "provide financial, mili-
tary and technical assistance to Guinea."
:Throughout the deliberations, the principal point on which
all the delegates seemed to agree was antipathy to Portugal,
tie only major colonial power left in Africa. The conference also
aecused Portugal of waging a "genocidal war" against the
people of her three major overseas territories — Angola, Mo-
zambique and Portuguese Guinea — and proclaimed:
: "The Council of Ministers condemns those states, particu-
larly the NATO powers, who sustain Portugal in her colonial
azgression, by their continued assistance to her."
Though the United Nations Security Council has blamed
Ftrtugal for the invasion of Guinea, it has done nothing else
insure the independence of this small African country whose
sirvival is threatened by a foreign power. The Council of Mini-
sters should insist on immediate beyond condemnation by the
world organization. Since the evidence on Portugal's aggressive
at is incontrbvertible. the UN should not hesitate military ac-
tion in defense of4Guinea. Such action, taken promptly and vig-
or°. usly. would deter other big pov, ers from unjustifiable in-
cursion into free black African states.
:Nigeria's new plan
- Maj. Gen. Yakabu Gowon, head of the Nigerian government
upveiled a four-year plan to rebuild parts of Nigeria that was
de s t ro y ed in the Biafran civil war. The plan insists on the
"Ineaningful Nigerianization" of foreign firms but indicates the
giwernment will not "embark on indiscriminate nationalization."
Gowon said the 1970-74 plan aims at giving the government
=trot of the booming economy which planners describe "as
Probably the Most promising in tropical Africa."
Nigeria is unbelievably rich in natural resources. With tech-
deal assistance from friendly governments, she will soon be
chmpeting on equal footing with other countries for the world
rharket. She has the manpower, the means and the will to be-
come an outstanding industrial state.
School racial balance
The South Today, a monthly published by the Southern Re-
g:ional Council advances the view that despite racism in the
liorth, that segment of the nation may well show the South how
school iacial balance can be accomplished.
This supposition is the antithesis of a.bekief shared by many
5Outhern liberals that the South will show the North how to
riiix the races without pains and tears.
"But turn that around. What if the North, unscarred by 16
ygars of battle with the federal government and the courts,
tales the lead and shows the South how integration, that step
ito camelot beyond desegregation can be achieved," the re-
port suggests.
- •
Based on inspections of •integrated school systems outside
the South, the report concedes that Southern segregationists
are right in saying that there is just as much racism in
the North as in the South, but cites a difference in attitudes
e school officials in both regions.
1 Is this difference, the report says, that may become the
!lost Anfluential factor in the progress made in integration by
the richools of both areas. The council is a.26-year-old research
aid information agency. Its reports are usually factual and reli-
able.
THE DAY AFTER CHR
Only in America 
Some sincere wishes
for the New Year
By HARRY GOLDEN
As a Jewish boy on the Lower East
Side. naturally I missed out on The Jug.
tier of Notre Dame, The Littlest Angel
and the Little Drummer Boy Syndrome.
But so apparently did most of my Chris-
tian contemporaries because thers stores
do not seem to have abated one whit the
avarice which motivates most of us dur-
ing the year.
one whit the avarice which motivates
most of us during the year.
I also missed out on the writing-to
Santa-Claus syndrome which now in my
nonage I think is a pretty good idea. In
f a c t, it's a damn good idea which
shouldn't be wasted on children because
if Santa doesn't know what a kid wants,
he should have hung up his bag and put
the sled on blocks long ago.
There are some things I want a n d
I'd like to let Santa or some of t h e
powers that be know about it. And I am
not talking about Norelco electric razors
- spare me. I have been getting electric
razors for the past decade, nor has my
sU pply of Man Tan run out, twelve
botttek of which I received eight years
ago when Man Tan enjoyed its vogu e.
Ntetracal was the rage a year later.
Let Me tell what I'd like this year:
for once I'd like, those bald patches in
the backyard to sprout green grass in
the spring. I'd like to spare myself the
expense of lime, fertilizer, and grass
seed which runs from rye to Kentucky




vain. The first hot sun hits in the back-
yard. and half of it begins billiard ball-
ing. Neighbors on either side of me grow
aromatic roses and tomatoes as big as
Your head and these fellows are moon-
ligking, to keep house and home to-
gether_
Bin in their ab-ence. their backyard
an urban paradise. I am out there
with the, hose and the crab grass killer
and still it looks like the Gobi Desert.
Put it to him. Santa. He has all those
juggles, angeles and drummer boys com-
ing across for Him, how about coming
across in Charlotte,' N. C. with some
real green grass.
The truly unselfish part of my Christ-
mas list is that this year the overwork-
ed boys in the Internal Revenue Service
be absolutely satisfied with my return.
I hope Me Supreme Court has
nothing but unanimous decisions ahead
of it in the coming year and that the
school systems never know a substitute
and that all the substitutes get certified
and that wages and prices find a rapro-
chemen and go off together on a honey-
moon.
As for the Yuletide Season itself, I
hope all my friends and my family en-
joy the gifts I sent them. A word to my
sons: the checks for my gandsons are
not to be socked away into the college
account. The money is for the here and
now to spend as they see fit even it it's
on a girl, or for booze.
POINT of VIEW
NAT. D. WILLIAMS 
•
LIKE IT IS?
Here at the beginning
of the New Year many peo-
Ple have consciously or un-
consciously ma de New
Year's resolutions. Many
unbelievers don't set any
store in the practice. they
take the negative and pessi-
mistic view that making
resolutions is a waste of
time . . . inasmuch as
said resolves . . . written,
spoken, unwritten, or just
thought about . . . will be
soon broken anyway.
But from this point of
view, it's good to make
New Ye a r's resolutions.
it is a form of commit-
ment to something. The
practice is good individuals,
institutions . . . even races
and nations. The making
of r es o lutiods indicates
a form of commitment
. . a program . . . a stand-
ard or procedure ei ther
for talking, feeling, acting,
or thinking. Even when it's
realized . that said resolu-
tions will be most likely
broken, it's still a good
practice to make them.
For instance, black pers
pie in general should re-
solve on some courses of
action for 1971. One good.;
black New Year's resolu-
tion would be to decide to
be realistic . . . not only
to tell it like it is . . . but
stop fooling ourselves. Re-
solving to "see it like it
is" will be a giant step for-
ward in the black man's
struggle to achieve full
citizenship i n A me rice.
Blacks in the United States
need to realize . that the
race as a whole is no longer
needed in the United States.
Originally b Is c k s were
brought to this country to
serve as a labor force. For
several h un d red years,
black muscles and brains
were needed to clear the
wilderness, farm the la nd,
build the roads, and other-
wise provide needed
"hands."
Today machines have just
about ended the need for
black "hands" in the United
States. Blacks have been
shoved out of the fields
and onto the hard pave-
ments of the inner-cities of
the nation. Facing reality
that has mea n t increased
welfare r o I Is, increased
black unemployment, in-
creased racial tension, in-
creased frustration . . . in-
creased violence . . . in-
s creased inanility American
inability to live up to the '
preachments of democracy.
The, basic black New
Y e-ir's resolution for '71
should be to face this
tragically. basic fact that
blacks, as such are no
longer needed in this coun-
try. Proceeding from that
point of view. American
blacks may formulate more
realistic plans and views
about education, civil rights,
militancY, . . and most
of I a bout obtaining
"green" rather' than so-
called "black power. •
The day for black "loud-
mouthing" in talk or song
. . . threats with bricks,
bottles, and matches . . .
fancy talk to prove we Can
speak the language is gone.
Blacks need to resolve to
move in, on themselves.
Ever since the civil rights move-
ment became strong and the black rev-
olution swung into high gear, numer-
ous awakened or concerned individuals,
groups, organizations and institutions
have started to do something about the
nations democratic shortcomings and to
promote a better understanding of vari-
ous peoples.
On the local scene we have St. Jose-
ph liosnita; wet doing its bit on this
score. To help ease racial tensions and
get beam. .o.p.tration among ts slat'
members, the institution hold; "aware-
ness sessions" weekly. At these rappings
the employees express their prejudices
and get "filled in" on how to cope with
them, or lose them.
St. Joseph's approach tothe problem
is very professional; it engaged Aware-
ness Associates of Dayton, Ohio, to con-
duct its sessions. The success of the
program has drawn the national atten-
:on of .lhcr, and a,it month Modern
Ilo•ipita. a national journal. 4pOtrghted
it and praised the :nstitution.
It is the job of Harold Wright, presi-
dent of Awareness Associates, to teach
the hospital employees to recognize their
prejudices. Since he is black, he is up
on the subject of even the most subtle
biases.
When the typical group session begins
at St. Joseph's, Wright is introducted by
the administrator, Matthew Hubler and
takea it from there. He insists that
the sessions are not designed to change
anyhody because the hospital is solely
concerned with the staff's behavior and
attitudes only during the eight hours
they are on the job.
These sensitivity meetings (on Tues-
day only) with employees began this fall
and within a year's time the hospital ex-
pects all of its 1.400 workers to have par-
ticipated in at least one of the three-
hours sessions. Some 20 to 30 staff
members who signed up on a voluntary
oasis, attend each session.
Wright gets right down to the nitty
gritty by asking everyone present
whether he or she is prejudiced or is a
racist. He often finds that some who
diclaim prejudice, really are biased with-
out being aware of it.
To show whites that traditional lets
of intelligence a r e discriminatory.
Wright gives his "Bee Jay Hog Ma-I"
test which does not pretend to be fair
and is intended as a rebuke to other
tests. His queries include such things
as: "If a pimp is up tight with a woman
From the Weaver - 
St. Joseph's lauded for
its sessions on "bias".
By AUDREY WEAVER
on ADC what does he mean when he
talks about 'Mother's Day?"
This term, he explains, c o m in n n
among welfare recipients, means the --
first of the month when those welLire
checks are due. Then there's the query. "‘""i
about dice: "If you throw the dice and 7 • --
is showing, what is facing down?"
nopoly players know the answer to this •"'j
is seven but whites tend to think that
only blacks could answer it since they: =
-hoot crap.; all the time.
Actually,a great number of moder-
ate and middle-class blacks are as much
in the dark about some of the things
,Wright brings up as are the middle-class
whites he is attempting to straignten
out.
.4•••••••••••1!..
Of course, Wright clues them the
participants on a great many things
they just don't know, via his true or
ialse queries.For example, if he asks
"Is it true that all black people have
h thm or that black babies are more
alert than white babies?" the answers
from whites are sure to be "ERUE.
Wright then explains: the belief that
black peopW have rhythm is one of
the 'Most common racial misconceptions
there is and as for the babies, blacks
are no More alert than the others.
These awareness sessions are not
merely Wright' expression of his views;
he asks for and gets the opinions of
his listeners, but his dispelling of many
old myths is a real contribution to bet-
ter racial understanding. The latter is
noted in his telling session participants
that its not true that Jewish persons are
cheats.
And in his stressing that 'individuals
should NOT refer to "the Mexican girl
in bed two or that Negro wdman on
our floor." Call them by their names.
he says.. And he doesn't evade the in-
terracial angles. marriage, employment
etc. He asks direct questions about it and
then lets the participants mull it around.
After all of the institution workers
have attended at least one session,
Wright will conduct and evaluation
meeting consisting of interviews and-at
ude questionaires. He and the hospit-
al officials will then find out whether the
"awareness" has helped.
However. the whole aim of the se,-
slow is to develop awareness of each
whole heartedly aptiferiated ny the
lOack community. Better community re-
lations would be established if more
local firms and organizations held simi-
lar training sessions.
My line: Education 
Schools racial change
shows need for new ideas
By DAVID HARRISON
The news media has reported on the
figures contained in the 1970 edition of
the racial survey of students, adminis-
tration, and teaching personnel in Chi-
cago public schools.
The survey showed a continued in-
crease of non-European students and a
decline of European students. These
trends are a long historical reality in
major cities, and no one was surprised.
Even the Kerner Riot Report prophetiz-
ed the current trend and said the trend
was irreversible unless measures are
taken.
The survey's figures for the entire
school system showed that the total
number students are 577.679 with Cau-
casians - 199,669 or 34.6%; African or
Negroid origin-316,71i or 54.8%; Amen-
Indian - 1,042 or 0.2%; Oriental - 3,883
or 0.7%; Mexican-24,066 or 4.2%; Puerto
Rican-26,176 or 4.5%; Cuban-2,673 or 0.-
4%; and other Spanish surnamed Amer-
icans-3,459 or 0.5%.
Blacks lead the percentage tabula-
tions in every category except Appren,
tire Schools. We were 56.5% of regular
elementary students; 47.6% of special
elementary students; 74.5% of special
.needs school populations; and 56.6% of
the total elementary population.
In the high school category, blacks
were 46.0% of the total; 81.5% of the
vocational high figure; 73.4% of the ape-
cial high school category; which adds
up to 50.6% of the total high school fig-
ure minus continuation schools and ap-
prentice schools.
The continuation school percentage
for blacks was 46.6% and apprentice
school, 13.4%. Thus, the total high school
percentages including all categories of
high schools was 49.5%.
Of the 27 school districts, blacks
were the majority of the elementary pop-
ulation in 16 districts: districts, 8, 9, 10,
19, and 25 on the Westside; district 7 on
the near north side; districts, 11, 13, 14,
20, 21, 23 and 27 on the south side; dis-
trict 22 on the southeast; and districts
16 and 18 on the far southside.
When you compare this year's sur-
vey figures with previous surveys, it is
relatively easy to predict that within a
year or so two more districts will turn
the corner and become predo,%inantly
black.
On an individual school by school ba-
sis, the survey clearly showed the ra-
cial change as one by one, communities
changed over from being totally White
to becoming totally black.
The statistics of the racial change
also point out a new type of casualty
among the death toll from educational
genocide - that is the black' student
who enters those "changed-over," for-
ineriy all-white schools.
Schools located on the fringes of.the
expanding black colony become is v e i'-
crowded within a year's time. Every
room and ,pace becomes converted in-
to a classroom of some sorts. All kinds
of stop-gap measures are thrown into the
neighborhood including school.: in park
buildings, churches, and other public-
type installations.
•••••••11.
Usually there 'is little racial change 7. 1'.
in the teaching staff and almost never7":
any racial change in administration.. ...es
What results is a mass of students thrust-7:
upon a professional staff who very ofter"''''s
hold no positive attitudes towards t h e
new racial group and often express their
resentment 'and hostility openly.
It is not surprising therefore to find
these newly-changed schools becoming
battlegrounds between school authorities
and the local community. Usually, the -
battle issues revolve around overcrowd- •—•
ing, but administration and other mat-7.:77,
ters are included.
The parents now saddled with t h e
heavy responsibilities of taxes and fi-
nancing homes in addition to coping with-7Z
inflation, often find little time left over
for paying attention in detail to the ml- ls,
nute goings on in their school area. M-t-t*
a result intolerable conditions are n o t •
addressed simply because the time and
energy is not there.
What this points out is that there
might be developing a new school-com-
munity. psychology. That is, one chang-
ed neighborhood which could be protest-
ing over school problems in its commu-
nity while' another a few blocks away
ignores it. This division or factionizing
shows how easy the school system's task
is in dealing with these new type, of
communities.
Following the theme of blaming the
oppressed for their oppression, the par-
ents and students are blamed by the
schools for the overcrowded conditions
and the lack of discipline. A test are
several far southside communities who
even lost funding for their schools after .
the system established a division to ra-
tionalize transfer of their funds. In our -
scorebook we know who the losers of"'
this ball game are.
We began by mentioning the figures"-:
which have all been well-reported. Fig-
urea by themselves are usually meaning-
less.
But applying the figures to the
changed neighborhood, blacks can come ••
up with new concepts anti new under...-.
standings about their petilous position
here in America and hopefully we can--
use this new insight to further educate
our brothers and sisters. Later we'll look





































































































































































































The Christian Zone Club 38106, eecently observed the true
meaning of Christmas, by presenting to 12 years old Gloria
Bruce with a wheel chair. Gloria who has been handi-
capped since birth and is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Vaugn Bruce of 1391 Woodward. The club was organized
over a year ago wills all members living in the area of
Zone 38106. They have come to the aid of many in their
community since the organization begun. The club meets
the first Friday of each month with the December meeting
held at the home of the president, Mrs. Lucindia Love-
berry. Mrs. Ruby Ingram of 1283 Quinn will host the Jana-
Dr. Dixon returns
to Houston home
LUBBOCK, Texas — Dr.
Hortense W. Dixon. the first
Negro to graduate with a
doctorate from Texas Tech
University, has returned to
her hometown, Houston, to
continue her teaching as a
university professor.
Dr. Dixon was graduated
with a Doctor of Education
degree in August. She major-
ed in higher education a is d
minored in home economics.
Dr. Dixon, born in Houston
in 1926, is now an associate
professor of home economics
education at Texas Southern
University.
Dr. Dixon has a broad edu-
cational background. She did
her undergraduate work at
Prairie View State College in
Prairie View, Texas fr om
1942-46. .She took her grad-
uate courses from t h e Uni-
versity of Minnesota in 1948.
49, the University of Colorado
in 1954, New York, Uni4rsity
from 1958-64, Cornell Univer-
sity in 1965 and Texas Tech
University from 1968-70.
Dr. Berlie J. Fallon, associ-
ate dean for graduate stud-
ies in the College of Educa-
tion, was the chairman of
Dr. Dixon's doctoral advi-
sory committee'.
•'M rs. Dixon's classroom
performance as a doctoral
student, her dedication to a
fruitful career in her field,
and the quality of :her doc-
toral research were all very
outstanding. Her defense of
the doctoral dissertation was
one of the most masterful I
have attended in my fifteen
years at Texas Tech," said
Dr. Fallon.
"She possesses great intel-
lectual curiosity and the
tenacity to find valid answers
to her intellectual concerns.
Because she possesses these
characteristics, the work of
her doctorial advisory com-
mittee was a pleasure."
During her long educational
career, Dr. Dixon has served
as. Director, Home Manage-
ment Residence, at Bishop
College in Marshall, Texas,
Home Counselor fel: the Aus-
tin (Texasi Public Schools,
and teacher educator, assis-
tant professor and instructor




ST. LOUIS, Mo. — Reenai
Chemical Corporation has
introduced the newest liquid
cleaner and reconditioner for
synthea- igs. With the tre-
mendous and ever growing
popularity of synthetic wigs
a specially prepared formula
for cleaning wigs in needed.
Aside from cleaning and
reconditioning synthetic wigs,
Reen'o Wig Wash removes
the stale odors that accumu-
late from smoke and other
cling odors that foul the
"MISS WORLD" — Another "first" for 1970 was the
choosing of the first black winner of the title "Miss
World." She. is Jennifer Hosten, airline hostess from the
Caribbean Island of Grenada. Miss Hosten is a disciple of
Yoga and is shown here demonstrating the art in the Bri-
tannia Hotel in London where the contest was held.
"MILITARY WIFE OF IFIIE YEAR" — Mrs. Guile San-
ford, wife of Army Lt. Col. Albert Sanford was selected
"Military Wife Of the Year." The mother of five i. the first
bhck woman to be so honored. Lt. Col. Sanford is Station-
ed in Frankfurt, Germany, where Mrs. Sanford is the
Dissident of the Military Council of Catholic Women In
Europe. The personality-laden young woman fosters per-
son-to-person diplomacy among her German neighbors
The judges who chose Mrs. Sanford, said "She has a tre-
mendous capacity for giving."
ary meeting. Mrs. I,ucindia Loveberry, President, Mrs.
Roberta Winters, Vice-president, Mrs. Ruby Ingram, Re-
cording Secretary, Mrs. Freddie Franklin, Assistant Secre-
tary, Mrs. Peolie Kaufman, Treasurer, Mrs. Beatrice Do-
nohue, Financial Chairman, Mrs. Magnolia Bell, Devotional
Leader, Mrs. Ethel Thomas, Social Chairman and Mrs.
Lillie Banks, Sick Chairman. Left to Right, Mrs. Ruby
Ingram, Mrs. Luciudia Loveberry, Mrs. Freddie Franklin,
Mrs. Pearlie Kaufman, Mrs. Ethel Thomas, and Mrs. Sid-
ney Brown and Seated, Gloria Bruce.
FIRST BLACK CONGRESS-
WOMAN — Mrs. Shirley
asisholm, the first black
Congresswoman who h a s
made history in her first two
years fn office, won nostril-
citated praise and a compli
ment when the winner of the
National Miss Teen-Age,
Rewa Collette Walsh of' Cali-
fornia, gave her answer to
the final question in the con-
test. Who would she like to
be could she chose a person
. . . "Shirley Chisholm," the
young girl said.
Contempora
By ERMA LEE LAWS
The highlight of the gala
Christmas Party sponsored
by the Mammoth Agency
Club held at the Lorraine
Motel December 23, 1970
was the presentation of the
Great Memphis trophy to
Roosevelt A. Joyner.
This trophy is awarded
annually to the oustanding
Mammoth Insurance Man
of the year.
Mr. Joyner received t h e
award because of his know-
ledge. skill and performance
as a professional insurance
man, and because of his
devotion to the welfare
of his many policyholders.
The 26 year old Banks,
Mssissippi transplant spent
t years in Hawaii with
--the U.S. Army as a light
artillery Man. Hg liwes
at 661 St. Paul with his
pretty wife, Lillian, and
their 3 year old daughter,
Xavier Latrell.
Mr. Joyner is a member
of the Monumental Mis-
sionary B a p tist Church,
an executive board mem-
ber of Afro-American En-
terprise, an executive board




ST. LOUIS, Mo. — Reen'o
Chemical Corporation is now
shipping Melmac Plastic &
Coffeepot Cleaner in a newly
designed package incorporat-
ing a "J" hook riser on the
top of the package.
The ' J" hook feature has
been added to the 5 ounce
size to facilitate ease of pur-
chase.
In a trial test of the bog,
sales increased. The 1119M
can be displayed at eye
level. Also, special movable
"J" hooks can be used
throughout the store to take
advantage of traffic move-
ment.
The 5 ounce pt.ckage retails
for 59 cents. Reen'o also of-
fers five additional household
cleaning items that are pric-
ed and designed for Rack
Jobber and Grocery Distribu-
tion.
For more information write
to Reen'o Chemical Corpora-
tion, 9421 Midland Blvd., St.
Louis, Missouri 63141.
cil and a member of the
Shelby Centity Democratic
Club, • ,
Runners-up in the r a ce
included William Marvin
Kelley of 2963 Harris Circle
and John Willard of 2398
Boyle Avenue.
HAWKINS. Texas — Dr.
E.C. Powell, dean of in-
struction at Jarvis Chris-
tian College, has announced
the name of 83 students
whose a c a demic efforts1
gave them honor ' roll or
dean's list status for the
spring semester of 1970.
These students have accu-
mulated at least a -13"
average during the semes-
ter tabu lated, thereby,
qualifying for such an
honor.
Among those honored
are: Jacqueline Lewis-Pa r-
tee, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Pickens, 1508 El-
lington, Memphis, Tennessee.
She is a graduate of D o u g-
lass High School.
BANK REPOS
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Sigma's condave
held December 1611
In cairying out the man-
date di the theme of the
1970 Anniversary Conclave
of the Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity which convenes
in the Robert E. Lee Hotel,
Winston-Salem, North Caro-
lina, from December 26th
through 30th, it was an-
nounced by Dr. Alvin, J.
McNeil, Dean of Prairie
View A and M College
and National President of
the 57 year old national
• Black greek lettered society,
that Benjamin D. Brown,
a member of the Georgia
State Legislature; Robert
Booker, a member of the
Tennessee Legislature and
Gilbert Francis, a Civil
Rights Specialist in the
Department of flea I th,
Education a n d W elfare,
will address the conclave.
State Repreoenta-
live Brown addressed t h e
Distinguished Service Ban-
quet on Tuesday, December
29th; Mr. Booker addressed
undergraduates attending the
convention during their
' Luncheon also on Tuesday,
December29th;‘and Mr.
Francis set the tone of t h e
convention as its Keynoter
and first speaker on Monday,
December 28th.
,,In referring to the speak-
ers selected, Dr. McNeil
said. "accent on our delib-
erations upward bound. We
shall bridge the generation
gap to make our fraternity
relevant to today's happen-
ing by projecting for im-
mediate implemeetation the
ideas we e xpect these
speakers to bring to us."
All three of them. Dr. Mc-
Neil added "are within
_
the thirty year age tate-
gory; all three are distin-
guished in their chosen
endeavors and what's more
relevant, a II three are
members of the Phi Beta
Sigma Fraternity."
The Conclave will be
hosted by Delta Sigma and
Delta Alpha Chapters of
the Winston-Salem area
and will be directed by
Brothers George W. Allen;
S. L. Hamlin; F. King
Thomas; C. J. Washington;
J.D. Ashley; H.E. Staple. 
font. and Marshall Bass of
Winston-Salem.
The expected one thou-
sand delegates representing
the national membership
of Phi Beta Sigma of Black
collegians from 200 graduate
and undergraduate chapters
located on college campuses
and in town and urban cities
in the United States, the
Virgin Islands and Africa,
plan to discuss new mays
of making Black frater-
nities, and especially Phi
Beta Sigma, relevant and
accountable for change that
will be meaningful to Blacks
during the seventies. The
delegates are expected to
announce n e w approach-
es of implementing the frat-
ernities national programs
in Bigger Business. Edu-
cation, Social and Political
Actions. And finally the
delegates will be asked to
elect a new National Pres-
ident and six other National
Officers. A working pro-
gram for electing Blacks
to the legislatures of their
respective communities is
the main goal of the Poli-
tical Action Section of the
Director of Social Actions.
Among t h e convention
highlights will be a series
of seminars and workshops;
an Unde rgraduate Day
Celebration a Distinguish-
ed Service Dinner; a Blue
and White Dance and the
National A n nual Formal
Orchid Ball. A program of
activities and social events •
has been prepared for visit-
ing Sigma wives and chil-
dren and. friends of the
delegates b y t he local
Sigma wives, the Zeta
Beta Sorority,- and the Pan
Hellenic Council of the
area.
A basketball tournament
has been arranged for
undergraduate participation
by the Drakeford National
Second Vice Plesident
Benjamin D . B ro w n,
State Representative to the
Georgia General Assembly
representing the 110th Dis-
trict, Fulton County, is a
graduate of Clark Univer-
sity where he received a
degree in Social Science,
and Howard University
where he received a (.I.D.
Juris Doctor degree. Brother
Brown is married to the
former Lydia Marie Tucker,
and is the father et Ben-
jamin Kennedy Brown.
One of the original "free-
dom fighters" while a stu-
dent at Clark College, and
who was cited in Who Is
Who in AmeriCan Politics
(1966-1969), Brother Brown
has served as Director of
Community Se rvices for
the Atlanta Urban League:
as a counselor for the But-
ler Street YMCA, and as a
Executive Secretary of the
Atlanta Branch NAACP.
Brother Brown is a mem-
ber of the Board of the
MID-SOUTH'S FINEST
MOST COMPLETE SUPER MARKETS
SOUTH MIDTOWN
1232 E. SHELBY DRIVE 1620 MADISON
IWHITEHAVENI EAST
5014 POPLAR AT MENDENHALL)
OPEN 24 HRS. CLOSED SUNDAYA DAY
Be sure to save your Cash Register Receipts.








Grady Homes Boys Clutl
of Atlanta, and serves as
a member of the Lellislativi
Codimittees on Education,:
State Insittution and Pro-.
perties, Industrial RelationEC
in the Georgia Assembly..
Mr. -Brown is a founding:
'menthe of the firm of',
Wright, Jackson, Brown,'
Williams and Stephens, Inc.:
that specializes in public:
relations' counselling provid-•
log i n formation, evaittaa:
tion and dissemination of;
materials to governmental
agencies and other Social
Servacea Agencies. Brother
Brown is the recipient of
numerous awards and cita-
tion and was adjudged
"Young Man of the Ye a r,"
by Atlanta Y Men's Club.
• Gilbert Francis, a native
New Yorker, is Eastern
Regional Director of ' Plft
Beta Sigma Fraternity. A
member of Kappa Beta
Chapter, Mr. Francis is
also a member of the New
Jersey S t ate Conference
of NAACP Chapters and is
the Civil Rights Specialist




member of the Tennessee
Legislature a n d is the
prototype of the successfUl.
undergraduate.
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity
is one of the eight na-
tionally Greek lettered So-
ciOties among Black college
men. A Jambo exhibit pr.-
pared by brother Jansen.
E Clarke, National Direc-
tor ot Exhibits, is the add-
ed plus of the convention.
Prices in the ad effective noon, Lie, 28th
midnight thro Jan 6. We reserve the
right to limit nuantitms. None solo to dealers.
S,ici amento Halves
Pears 16o1 Can 29
Arrow Dry 1 lb. Bag.
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Sports horizon
lay BILL LI+14.111
PROS HAVE HOPE ,
The Memphis Palos ap-
parently have not. abandon
hope of remaining in the
Bluff City despite the, an-
nouncement by owner P.- L.
Blake that the team is for
sale. The Pros did go into a
brief tailspin when Blake
turned the club's operation
. over to the league • two
weeks ago but the four
game losing skein probably
had nothing to do With
Blake's decision to pull out
because of heavy financial
,.looses.
Three consecutive wins,
'two over Utah and a 109-
106 cliff hanger over In-
diana last Sunday afternoon
-in Jackson. Mississippi. have
.enabled the Pros to get back
on the winning track. Utah
".is the Western Division
leader in the American Bas-
ketball Association main-
taining a five game bulge
over the Pros who are in
third place three back of the
second place ,Pacers. The
Pros, 19-17 on the year,
have held their own thus far
with. Bill Sharman's league
.leading Stars and Indiana,
the ABA's defending champs.
A jump shot in- the last
three seconds by Jimmy
Jones gave the Pros a 105-
104 win over the Stars in
Salt Lake City and the Mem-
*:phians made it two in a row
over Utah after a burning
battle in the Christmas night
benefit game for the wives
of the Vietnam prisoners.
With 6-11 Craig Raymond,
the Pros' starting center
still recovering from. penu-
monia, coach Babe McCar-
thy alternated Gerald Govan
and Lee Davis against Zel-
mo Beaty. The officials
allowed the trio to do every-
thing to each other but use
a concealed weapon. Beaty.
the former Atlanta Hawks
star before jumping to the
ABA. threw in 32 but 25 and
22 points by Steve and Jim-
my Jones gave the Pros a
.107-102 victory before 3.150.
Only 465 witnessed the
win over the Pacers in
Jackson. the smallest crowd
ever in the Mississippi area
which can seat 4,500. It was
1 Steve Jones wiffi a bucket
with 25 seconds remaining
• in the game and two foul
shots with just a se left
which sealed the oorn for
Indiana. Wilbert Jones
Govan grabbed key rebounds
to preserve the win.
The Pros are expecting a
large turnout when Its
Pacers make their second'
Memphis showing next Tues-
day night in the Mid-South
Coliseum. The Pacers are
. rich with talent as indicat-
ed by Rick Mount's infre-
quent a pp earances. The
Purdue All-American report-
edly signed for nearly a
million dollars. However,
with such stars as Mel Dan-
iels, Bob Netolicky, Roger
Brown, Fred Lewis, John
Barnhill, the veteran from
Tennessee State and Warren
Armstrong. Mount will have
to await his chance.
MISSION COMPLETE
When Leftloyne-0 w en
traveled to Chicago for the
Christmas Classic last week
the Magicians couldn't have
been happier when they
learned that Xavier of ellIew
Orleans would be their first
round foe. The Gold Rush
had put the only blot on
L.O's 4-1 record. Led by
Charles Edge and Ed Hos-
kins who flipped in 23 and 22
p oi n t s respectively. t h e
Magicians a ven ged the
earlier setback with a 97-92
conquest over Xavier and
advanced to the semifinals
opposite Texas Southern.
The Texans are coached
by L. C. Gordon who is in
his second year at t h e
Houston school after several
successful s e a sons with
Carver here in the Bluff
City. Joe Blake and Lester
Norman, former Cobras.
and Freshman Ellis Aldridge
from Hamilton. were slated
for starting assignments.





al re ady assured of an
improvement over Memphis
State's dismal 6-20 record
last season-assuming that the
Tigers win at least one
game in their three outings
this week, knows he has
his work cut out for him the
rest of the season. After the
Weslern road trip Which in-
cludes stops at the two day
Winter Classic in Santa
Barbara, California against
Columbia. Idaho State and
the host team and a New
Year's Eve date in Las
Vegas with Nevada. the
Tigers take on their first
Missouri Valley opponent
when they collide
with North' Texas State to-
night in the Coliseum. Larry
Finch, Fred Horton and
Jimmy Douglas will should-
er the bulk of the offensive
load with Ronnie Robinson
and Don Holcomb corking
the backboards.
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON \ LL ARTiCLES OF VALUE
176 8i 178 BEALE STREET JA 6-5300
The Memphis Lodge No. 35 of the Frater-
nal Order of Police in accordance with
the constitution and by-laws under which
it operates which requires the local lodge
to further the national lodge's aim of pro.
Muting' better understanding of the law en-
forcement officers role in his community
through 1raternal, charitable and commit.
oily works with And for his fellow man,
has provided this donation of $100.00 to the
Beale Street Elks for their use in their
Christmas project. The Memphis Lodge of
the Fraternal Order of Police, made
up of black and white law enforcement of-
ficers, and only three years old, is one of 35
Lodges in Tennessee with 3,000 members.
Their many Fraternal, charitable and corn -
RYE, New York — Bill Totes. of ITT Cone.
tinental Baking Co. and chairman of the
Board of Directors of N. V. Urban League
gets a handshake and warm smile from











lt.North Main (11 °WWI' 5274619
DEFENDER
Homily projects are attempting to create a
better understanding of the law enforcement
officers role in his respective communities.
The national Lodge was chartered in 1915,
has over 125,15)9 black and white officers par-
ticipating in over 62'2 Lodges in 40 states.
This donation is one of 6 being made by
the local lodge to various Memphis orga-
nizations who are attempting to bring the
spirit of Christmas to those of us less
fortunate in having the necessities of life.
As the lodge grows so will the community
endeavors of the Fraternal Order of Police.
Shown from left to right are Sgt. (lard
Baker, Sgt. George Carter, Maurice Hu-
bert Lt. Lee
the National Urban League. The occasion
was the presentation of, the annual corpo-
rate contribution to the National Urban
League at the Equal Opportunity Hay din-
ner. -- N. Y. Hilton Grand Ballroom.
dountoun • union ave. • .outhland mall
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Gus Johnson, captain of the
Baltimore Bullets, sported a
new Spiro Agnew wrist
watch that is about as au-
thentic as they come. The
donor was Vice President
Spiro T. Agnew.
Johnson and other mem-
bers of the Bullets were in-
vited to Agnew's office fol-
lowing a tour of the White
House. After chatting with
the players about sports,
Agnew presented them with
a souvenir ashtray as a
gift,
When Johnson noted he
didn't smoke and suggested,
"How about an Agnew wrist-
watch?" 'The Vice Aresident
took back the ashtray, left
the room for a moment and
returned with two of the
novelty wristwatches with his
features on the face.
Johnson got one and Bul-
lets president Abe PoUin the
other.
RECORD LIFT
MOSCOW--( UPI )— Adam
Gantov of Russia set a world
record for the lightweight
class in weightlifting by
pressing 251 pounds. His lift
surpassed the record of 250
pounds set a year ago by
Russian Vladislav Krishishin.
Customers are buying and
Saying more at . . .
ECONOMY BEAUTY SUPPLY
23111 &visor Ave. Pk. 8284177
• Ultra Illt.n-Halr Steam
• tviorithip toloomoty supplied
• Nom bread wortheetihe
Arm &I Or form*
Get the Best
Used Cars From the
Get More Dealer!
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HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD., BUNS, ROLLS,
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Bohltd In Memphis by MompbIons
 rushed rushed doily to your buy
Hoot,. IC, Knott sup•ronorkot for wilmkt
maximum Ir•shntess.
)t'
Hogue & Knott Pure
PORK
SAUSAGE 3 lb. pkg. C






























1378 HOLLYWOOD 4321 SUMMER
3511 PARK 3384 N. THOMAS 973 SO THIRD
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- The December meeting of
-7. The Federated Clubs listened
,"•te an informational report
...qv:1m President, Mrs. Zane
"--4I/ard, who had just returned
from the Executive Board
meeting in Nashville.
Mrs. LaBlanche Jackson,
Chairman of Trustee Board,
:released final plans for the
.Federated Club "Anniversary
Tea" when Federated Club
-women will depict their club
:work from the year 1950 to
:1971.
For the gala Federated
Club Anniversary Tea, Sun-
day, January 10, 1971, at the
Lelia Walker Club House on
Walker A v ernue, women
throughout the City of Mem-
phis and adjoining states are
Invited to "Sip Tea" and en-
joy the Parade of Federated






Committees are busy ship
trig the last minute details
for this great affair under
the leadership of the overall
Chairlady Mrs. Valois Perry.
Other committs involved are:
Program: Mesdames Ozone
Drain sod Nell Osborne, Co.
Chairmen; Mrs. Ida Jeans,
Mrs. Bernice Leatherwood.
Mrs. Elizabeth Bradshaw,
Mrs. Frances Estes, Mrs.
Minnie Sykes. Mrs. Juanita
Turner, Mrs. St. Ivory
Jeans, Mrs. Mary Arvington,
Mrs. Mary Cannon, Mrs. A.
McEwen Williams, Mrs. Mil-
dred Crawford, Miss Harry
Mae Simons, Mrs. Ethel Vin-
son, Mrs. J. H. Seward, Mrs.
Clara Thompkins, Mrs. Alice
Reese
Refreshment Committee:
Mrs. Ruth Anderson, Chrm.,
Mrs. Alma Sonia, Co-Chrm.,
Mrs. Mattis S. Rivers, MCP
Mary Lou Taylor, Mrs. Lelia
McClellan and Mrs. Kith..




tee: Mrs. Sara Carr, Chrm.,
Mre. Minnie Smith, Co-Chrm.
Mrs. Anita Richardson, Mrs.
Louise Self and Mrs. Addle
Healy Crawford.
Publicity Committee: Miss
Frances Tharpe, Chrm., Mrs.
Mettle Dodson, Co-Chrm.
Mrs, Bertha M. Green,
Michigan; Mrs. Mary Z
Harris; Mary Sue Holloman.
Finance Committee: Miss
Freddie M. Jones, Chrm.,
Mrs. Flora Cochrane, Co.
Chrm., Mrs. Ernestine Mar-
tin.
Ellis Godwin, sec P. Harvard ave. works In kis office here
at Kraft's International headquarters. Godwin has jeleed
the Kraft Foods Nat-kraal immense staff s coordtetor el
selection and placement.
Shoes ION II Lembo.
Al C
APPLIANCE CO.
L I. GATLIN 5. 0. KINKLI L. 5. GATLIN IL
• 3431 51IMPAIR  11144441111
• 5237 POPLAR  682-1461
• 311$ THOMAS (*OM 81 N.)  $511-45811
• 2574 LAMAR   7411-11870
• 4255 HWY. II SOUTH MAIM;
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tee loshieTaa... sa,
Frigidaire Frees-Proof






S Slanted toe design lowers
trent opening, makes loading
SNIP • killef-liurge wash-
leg aet4lt-iseidt little or no
preens 11 4 Cycles-in-
cluding Pills !turner.
$15995
Frigidaire Pirtle features lift-




Christmas has a contem•
porary look on linens and
home acceaories available
this year for the festive sea-
son. The traditional red and
green appear in all kinds of
new designs and sets which
mix patterns for an even
more modern look. Best of
all, Christmas accessories -
from place mate to tea tow-
els - are washable so that
you can enjoy them for many
seasons to come
Threads may unravel af-
ter washing and drying
clothes. Keep a pair of scis-
sors handy wherever you
fold or iron freshly-launder-
ed garments. It's a 600d
time to cut hanging threads
rather than having to do it






Cairo Minister claims .
contract on his life
CAIRO, Ill., - Dec. 15. -
The reported Contract on
the life of the Rev. Charles
Kohn of Cairo. 1.11, was re-
ported today to come from
the office of Goveetor of
Illinois, Richard B. Ogiftie,
the Rev. Koen declared in
a press conference in Cairo.
Mr. Rein, executive direc-
tor of Cairo's United Frost,
said, "I knew of e contract
on my life for sometime,
but it was oonfirmed to me
by A black minister, who
works for the Governor, at
the National Baptist Con-
vention on November 23,"
Koen said.
This announcement was
made At the Survival Crusade
really In Cairo, Deoramber
19-20, to more than five
hundred people who gather-
ed at the First Missionary
Baptist Church in the racial-
ly embattled river town. The
Church is pastored by the
Rev. Sherman Jones.
Koen said because of this
disclosure t is e 0 overnor
would have to move on
another plane. But he said
this is not to so, that he
would not try to carry out
this let of "murder".
The United Front has
been carrying out a boy-
cott of all downtown stores
in Cairo for the past 21 mon-
ths, and it is a complete
"success", according to the
Front's leaders.
"Black people in Cairo
have experienced 152 nights
of gunfire by white vigilant-
es who are endorsed by the
racist law-enforcement agen-
cies in Cairo," Koen said.
He feels because of the suc-
cess of the Boycott, which
has forced many white Own-
ed stores to close, the state
and local government is act-
ing t o fulfill this act of
"murder".
There is a total break-
dove .411 law and order in
tairo Oftit has claimed theea of tivo Blacks. But it
was asserted that the strug-
gle for justice will be car-
ried on, a sonkesmas said.
Alluding to the death
threat Koen said, "Killing
the man does. not stop the
movement. The movement,
is a spiritual one and at
all costs will be carried on "
The apparent breakdown in
the protection of Blacks
fighting for justice leaves
democracy on the threshold
of living or dying, Korn de-
clared.
The Cairo Survival Cru-
sade was the way the Unit-
ed Front dramatized to 500
concerned visitors from all
parts of the United States
including students from
Howard University, Wash-
a , D. C., University of, Chicago a ad Ur-
bana, Ill., Illinois State Uni-
versity, Normal, who also
viewed evidence of out-right
racism when touring the
Black community and speak-
ing to several of Its r e s i-
deate.
The Front issued a cease
fire resolution to the Mayor
councilmen and retail mer-
Association in which it stated
that they are willing to meet
with city Ades to Meuse
seriously ways of solving the
racial crisis in Cairo.
The Cairo Survival Cnisede
carried with it support from
outstanding ministers ' and
organizations, as well as
individuals who believe in
the cause of justice. "
Rev. .1. Metz Rollin*, of
New York City, Executive
Director of the National
Committee of Black Church-
men, Dr. Gay lailmors of the
National Council of Churches
of New York City: -Rev.
George Bell, Commission for
Racial Justice, United
Church of Christ, New York;
Rev. Ricardo Robinson,office
of Communication United
Church of Christ; The Rev
Dr. David Moore of the Ili-
nois Convention of the Na-
tional Baptist Convention;
and the Republic of New
Africa were but a few -of the
organizations represented to
publicly voice their support
for the United Front in its
Survival Crusade and efforts
to bring racial harmony to
Cairo.
Scouts hold Christmas Program
"Christmas in Many
Lands" was the theme of
the program presented by
the Aley-Riverview Neigh-
borhood of the Tenn-Ark-
Mii.s Girl Scout Council.
Teo Girls Scout troops and
their leaders met at Ale),
School on Saturday, De-
cember 12, before an au-
diedce of °entry 300 for
this Christmas program.
Troops represented dif •
ferent countries including
Spain and Mexico, Hellen&
Switserland, France, Philip-
pines, Canada and the Unit.
ed Statet. Girls were dress-
ed in colorful costumes
which they designed. Skits
and dances of the different
countries were presented.
Refreshments were serv-
('d by the girls from tables
which each troop had dec-
orated.
During the ceremonies,
contribution* to the Juliette
Low World Friendship Fund,
wrapped as Christmas pieta
ages were placed on a
beautifully lighted Christ.
man tree. International
Friendship, a major part
of the Girl Scout program,
was creatively interwoven
with the Christman theme.
Mrs. Walt er
Junior Troop 823 and Mrs.
Mack Reed, Brownie Troop
Troop 824 were coOrdina-
tors of the program. Other
leaders who particItiated
and their troops are Mrs.
Evell Campbell. Junior 843;
Mrs. Wesley Spriggs, Ca-
dette 54; Mrs. Ternmie
Evans, Brownie 251, Mrs.
Archie Bradley, Junior '212:
Mrs. Robert Herrod, Junior
280: Mrs. Robert White,
Junior 1 e. Mrs. Odes




***************'******** OPEN WEEKDAYS 'Ill 9 P.M. -SATURDAYS 106P.M.
. kerns Below Availeble Only At Our
OPEN ALL DAY
"YEAR-END CLEARANCE"
e Floor Samples • One-of-a•Kind
• Scratch 'N Dents • Mis-Matches
SALE
TERMS ARRANGED ***FREE DELIVERY **********************
NEW YEAR'S DAY!
MAIN STORE: 3339 Jackson Ave.-327-7388 
• -ONE ONLY. Rep. $530.90 -ONE ONLY- Reg. $259.95
23" RCA Console Whirlpool Portable
COLOR TV DISHWASHER iwn.io
conhya $199.95
-ONE ONLY- Rep. Mtn
White Whirlpool
OnYtit
Lerrhy& $12i Ca ; rhy 4 $475 
a ▪ =dr 
. .
Reg. 1419.95 . 1 ONLY . 39" Deluxe Gas Menge, While, cl cli Ind
Glass Otiol Dyers • Cash & Carry  6149.55.
.. Reg. 6149.96 - I ONtY • Is" RCA Portable dieW TV sellh stand-
..
. Cash & Carry  $99.95.
: I R.9. 6P09.99 • 1 ONLY . RCA Console Stereo 
With AM-FM Radio-
. Cash & Carty • 610100.
: ' Req. $199.99 - 1 ONLY • 38" Avocado Emetic Range, with ciao.,
• Glass DOW Dyer, • Cash & Carry .  6139.55.
Reg. 5109.99 - I ONLY • "6,000" Whiiiondi Air cense ildner - C•sh
& Carry   560.96.
Reg. II 19.911 • 1 ONLY • "e.looe'Prefleart Air crwaitientw - Cash
.... 6140.00.L C5tt6 .. . , 
Rag. toads • i ONLY "11,1;00" COMO( Air Ciltilitienet ( et cost)
Cash 6 terry 5107.05.
Reg. *040.e5 • I ONLY • wnineett Troth CoMorestor Aveeedo.
cash 6 eery  616016.










•••••oo 25" Zenith Cormit
COLOR TV lhwin,i Baselea.
rer Cash & $498
Carry
8.88





Items Below Available Only At Our ....
WAREHOUSE: WAREHOUSSET:ORAE IN THE THE STREET FROM OUR MAIN 321-1388OLD MALLORY DEPOT!
Reg. 62/4.99 • 3 PC, Chtintilielelt Assisted eat 2 Swivel Seats 
5198.00.
Reg. $199.95 62" Lave Seat (Cliche' ol 2 COlort).  $149.95.
Reg. 61035 • Th0,112341114 aide Chair  $39.95.
545. e08.05 ThernelvIlle Arm Choir  $49.95,
latg. $11.95 - Ladder Welt Chairs  97.95.
wet. 500.85- Reellher (Different cold% to ehtlike from) $69.95.
Pee. 641.00- Caning ROOM Chill"  919.95. ea.
$399.99 • LIVIrtg Seem suite - 2 or. Sofil L Matching Chair.
OMR, et Callers  $299.95.
RIC 9499.96 - 4 et. illsereem mole • theis &Ms., Chest, Mirror
and MC .  $399.00.
Peg. 690.511. Ceder Chest (ate OWN* frOM)  548.00.
Wee. 11490.06 P P. 606n11/1 bets Is PAilthine   $399.00.
51 60.55 - French Ptovinelal (WhItil 6 04155 Bedroom Sulte.
Canary tester use, theft, Melee, and MOOR S139.95.
Reg. 5428.95 - 4 Sc. riedreiorn Suite - Tr1914 Dresser, Mirror, 5.
Drawer Chest, tied (Reg. or Queen). ,  $298.00.
.ONE ONLY. Rite. S211.95 .ONE ONLY. R11.0111.16
Zenith cni-noie 1$" Zenith Portable
stole° (woe soxiiiM Pismo) COLOR TV
CAsh
Carry $248
Rell. 640.95. I ONLY- Ma016 °Gator' Bench ..  625.00.
14416 Iniee.og - I nieLv solid 1.11016 Puttet and HUtth .. "890.06.
keg. 6110.55 -I ONLY - S Pt. sosnish tills, 4
... • Chain . .
Reg. sanest • aPc. thitlItiOnel solo • MetellIng Chair.. • 5155.00.
OHO 6509.05 • I ONLY 3 N. Lint 1911111515n, suits - Modern.
Doubt* 0 . Minot slid Heiebeere . „ 6456.00,
..... Reg. 5341.55 - seinen triple titettet, Heidenitd end NW 
 11150.00. (Within, Chllsi 614.00),
Keg, s350.05 - United Assent Chows. Memel, Stet-Mike Febtle.
owe 16511 one nos &lien . 6165.00.
▪ Md. 11/40 - C ONLY tteilltiOnit 00" dotes, kleril nsoen
 •  • 600.06.
6501E11 - I ONLY - C CC Wong le••ew Suite, 50" Liedled
ri:1 C101ie, Osli table, SthSS edeltsb I Anti then. 15" telele Leer
 6265.60.
Rog. 600.09 filth Ipeenith Oetasitinei 11111111‘ tseeetati tame i.ias
Commode Table, tlaUlIti tenimeas tele,. ALL tit lee ...6111041.



















White and Gold Tester bah (Full SR Twin)  S34.93
Maple Bunk Beds a el  SILOS
Solid Cedar Chests   610.55
5.pc.Earty American Dinette (FOrridee WI) 649.96
Corner Desk (Maple Or 046) $18.99
Reg. $149.95 3-Dc. WOii,uI bierialli !WA* 6/9.95
Reg. $499.95 Bassett 4 ik. King IlledrOOM SWIM •199.1it
Rog. $12.95 High Beek Dinette Choir,  II cos
Hine-A-Way Bad In hem, febric $145.95
Reg. $39.95 20" (utility) GOMM Sam $19.96
Extra Firm Queen Mantel, BP be Sprines  529.08 H.
Reg. $249.95 84" Gold Sofa $ouls
Pee. 5349.96 irsetiiiinsi Living loam Suite, 2 pc 1149.95
Formica tel dinettes 539.95
9-Pc. Pound dining table with HI-Oscit shales $99.95
Twin brass hssdboar$4, Peil. 5 wine  114.95 Up
Peg. 612111.96 ConlempOrify Slue Chairs $49.95
LANA Poi Early AMINItan fuel elhatl 1 vr   $19.95.
Dili trundle bed eild/diate with meant   $99.95.
King site siesdboa,d, Velvet   $49.95.
One as It Ring Mitres, see (Famous Nasal 
10 Osnis.66 twin WM sptin6s $19.95.
Maple or Oak trekker* MSS   65.00.
Mollie desk with 3 Dr•wers 
a • • • $99.95.
$54.95.
Mattress and BOY Wisp
Odds and Ends
..P, r1S Or Pooch
$19.951.
$41.14 White and Sold










-ONE ONLY- Reg. $499.95
Deimenito Solid State STEREO
010" Wide- AM-FM Radio)
moor Some'.) q99 95
Call? ACarry si9
Reg. $349.95 67" Modern Sofa-Sleeper  $199.95.
PICTURES, LAMPS. ACCESSORIES ENTIRE STOCK 40% OFF!
ACCENT DECORATOR CHAIRS An Additional 10% OFF of our
already Low Sale Prices.
Reg. $94.95- Occasional Table,- Cocktail, Hex or Sou•re Commode
 $39.95 Ea.
Reg. $832.94 - Complete 7 Pc. Bedroom Suite • Triple Dresser, Mir-
ror, Heedboard, Frame, Chest-on-Chest, Mattress and Box Springs
(Regular or Queen) NOW $399.95.
PECAN DINING ROOM GROUP
Rag. $471.25- Table with 3 leafs and 6 side chairs  $205.62.
Reg. $299,95-50" Matching Pecan China  $148.12.
Reg. $353.75 - 60" Matching Pecan Lighted China, glass shelves...
 $176.82.
Reg. 482-74 - 68" Matching Pecan Double Door China Lighted,
glass Shelves  $241.37.
Reg. $254.00- 68" Matching Buffet, 28iO High $127.00.
Reg. $230.00 - 68" Matching Buffet, 30" High ----------$115.20. 
3-ix. Solid Cedar beektfilY1 BON   111111.61.
Meal. Twin Beds 
Maple deacon benches   sages.
Bachelor chest with 116611e1e5 tee. sem 
2-pc. Gold and Green Trellitienel Iking %JIM 19141.99
2-Pc, Spanish Living Room Suite 
5-pc. Spanish Dinette (chnic• 0) chord  
stserio.
se9.95.
MUM res•rd MORNS  $19.95,
M. smog w‘iiis wait sewn  Di ... $9.95.
beg. 11340.05 Bassett large trloste drideet eel $116.95
Odd ride stands 
Bally Powder Table . 
I - 5. Sc, barnaled Maple dinette .. 
Spanish toindte bock choir, 
























" EVER) STILE AND COLOR




"OVER 12,000 SQ. FT."
Festoon Nem. Brand Furniture
Thomasville ... Bassett...Flantlers
Lone...Enited...Pulorki-Ert.
LIVING ROOM * DINING ROOM
BED ROOM *DEN* OCCASIONAL
4
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=A view of the 70's
SATURDAY, JANUARY 2, 1971.
• The year could hardly be discribed as uneventful, in t h e
field of politics. State Representative Alvin King left return-
ed IV his position. Otis Higgs took over as Criminal Court
Judge after it was annoUnced that Odell Horton would be.
Edward James Harris recently became News Director of
WD1A Radio Station. Mr. Harris' has an impressive rec-
ord for his 25 years. He started his Career at the Tri-State
Defender, from the Defender to WDI A as a reporter.
after a short time at WDIA he went to WHBQ Teleiision
and Radio as a Television news reporter. After 2 years at
1% H B Q Mr. Harris returned to WDIA to become News
Director.
In earls June. 0luttier Sengstacke, Jr., 24. took over as
Editor of the Tri-State Defender.
One of the most significant events of the
1070s was the Black Christmas observance,
which was a combination of several strug-
gles which centered upon Black Peoples
Plight and Struggle. Mrs. Cornellia Cren-
shaw who has been protesting the Garbage
Fees and taxes against poor people. Mrs.
Crenshitiv's lights, gas and water have been
off for the past 2 years. Behind Mrs.
. -
This History Glory and Beauty that was moval Program, that history glory a a
Beale Street, was represented in these old beauty are gone for ever.
buildings. But Through the Cities Urban Re.
President of LeMoyne Owen College and Mr. Ilarold
Ford unseated State former Representative Mr. James I.
Taylor.
One of the most exciting people to appear on the Memphis
scenie in a long time is Miss Carol Hall. newscaster and
commentator on WHBQ TV. Miss Hall is the first Black
Person and first woman to hold an anchorposition on Mem-
phis Television . . .
Another first in Memphis took place at Memphis State
University when Miss Maybelline Forbes, a 2I-year old
biology major from Bolivar 'Tennessee, was named t h e
Homecoming Queen thus becoming the first black so honor-
ed in the 5S year-old history of the school.
Crenshaw to the left is Washington Butler,
whose struggle to save W. 0 P C ended in
vain. His fisical defeat was built on racism
present in the city county, his moral vic-
tory is based on humanitarian love that is
world wide next to Mr. Butler is Rey.
Ezekeil Bell and Lima Morris who have
worked in the Memphis movement long he. 




During the Month of January
Mrs. Katie Phillips Sexton,
Civil Rights Worker in Mem-
phis for a number of years,
passed. The Vice President
of the Memphls Chapter of
the Southern Christian Lead.
ershr.p Conference. She was
striken on Jan 15 while at-
tending a birthday memorial
for Dr. Marlin Luther King,
Jr., at the City Auditorium.
Another Tragic event of the 70's was the Death of Former
Governor, Frank Clement. here Clement is shown with
former State Representathe and Memphis Civil Rights
Leader, A. W. Willis.
Former Editor of the Tri-State Defender,
Thaddeus T. Stokes passed in Atlanta dur-
ing early January. Mr. Stokes was well
known in Memphis and the country for his
MEMPHIS PROS — When the Memphis
Pros signed their star guard Jimmy Jones
to a 1970-71 contract coach Babe McCarthy
was quite relieved, at least for the moment.
Also on hand for the signing were attorney
Bruce Waltzer and owner P. L. Blake, seat-
ed at the right. Recently the Pros were put
up for sale by Blake because of "heavy
This was a year of change-emotional, physical and spiritual.
Former Criminal Court Judge Odell Horton went from
Judgeship to become president of one of the oldest and re-
spected colleges In the Country, LeMnyne-Owen College and
Hollis Price (seated) former President of that college is now
an executive with WMC TV.
outstanding Journalistic ability. Stokes is
shown right with Whittier Sengstacke Sr.,
General Manager of the Tr -State Defender.
financial losses and demands on my time
that I didn't anticiptte," the Greenwood,
Mississippi businessman told the press. The
ABA franchise, which cloyed here after
three years in New Orleans, will be operated
by the league office until new owners can
be found.
